IMLR WORKSHOP: What is Modern Languages Research?

Wednesday July 15th

A pilot workshop to discuss what constitutes Modern Languages as a disciplinary field and the defining features of Modern Languages research as practised in the UK.


The workshop will provide a space for informed discussion and debate among Modern Languages researchers based in the UK. Modern Languages researchers from other European countries, with different and distinctive disciplinary traditions and methodologies, will be invited to provide a comparative perspective and to give an external view on the specificities of UK Modern Languages research. Similarly, speakers from cognate disciplines such as English, history and linguistics will provide contrasting perspectives.

In the 2014 REF, Modern Languages research was assessed as a single disciplinary field. The proposed workshop aims to reflect on this experience and asks (following Worton): What is Modern Languages research and scholarship? How might Modern Languages researchers inspire the next generation?

Speakers will give short, ten minute presentations which will be followed by open questions and comments from those attending the workshop. The morning session will focus on disciplinarity/interdisciplinarity, and the afternoon on the importance for Modern Languages of research in translation and the translingual.

Programme:

10.00-11.00
Introduction, statements and definitions:
Catherine Davies (IMLR); Charles Forsdick (Liverpool, AHRC); Charles Burdett (Bristol); Nicola McLelland (Nottingham)

11.00-12.00 Coffee and Discussion

12.00-1.00
European Perspectives
Eva Eckkramer (Mannheim); Beata Baczynska (Wroclaw); Rebeca Sanmartín Bastida (Madrid); Christine Lorre-Johnston (Paris)
1.00-2.00 Lunch

2.00-3.00

Modern Languages Research and Translation: Discussion

Nick Harrison (Kings); Peter Bush (Translators Association); Catherine Boyle (KCL); Loredana Polezzi (Warwick).

3.00-3.30 Tea

3.30-4.00

Modern Languages Research: Publications and Open Access

Anthony Cond (Managing Director Liverpool University Press)

4.00-5.00

Conclusions: How might ML research inspire future generations?

João Paulo Silvestre (Lisbon; KCL); Katia Pizzi (IMLR); Derek Duncan (St Andrews); Godela Weiss-Sussex (IMLR).